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FWure high energy colliders along with their physics potential,

AND

.

and relationship to new
laser technology ‘are discussed. Experiment al approaches and requirements for “New
Physics” exploration are also described.

1. Introduction

Particle beam colliders are the primary tools for performing high energy physics
research. Collisions of high energy particles produce events in which much of the
energy of the beams can be converted into the masses of new heavy particles not
normally found in nature. By studying the production and decay of these new

particles, the underlying structure of the universe and the laws that govern it are
unveiled.

In devising a strategy for future technical accelerator initiatives we can look at
the historical record as represented by the Livingston Plot in Figure 1. There, the
energy scale probed is plotted as function of calendar time for various accelerators.
It shows where we come from, where we are and where we are going. 1

Experiments over the last two decades have convincingly shown that the strong,
electromagnetic, and weak forces are all closely related and are simply described
by the “Standard Model .“ In particular the anticipated sixth quark, top, has been
found at Fermilab, and the predicted properties of the Z boson, one of the carriers
of the weak force, have been tested to better than 0.l%. Although there is now
little doubt that the Standard Model is a very good description of the basic forces
responsible for aJl atomic and nuclear physics, there remain many open questions.s

Perhaps the most urgent is to understand how masses of the elementary particles
originate. To that end, new physics beyond! what has been observed is required. The
simplest possibility, the CHiggs Mechanism” predicts the existence of a fundamental
Higgs Boson. Finding that elusive particle or whatever new physics is actually
responsible for mass generation motivated the Superconducting Supercollider (SSC)

and remains the primary goal of the next generation of colliders. A number of other
interesting and more elaborate models have been proposed, but there is as yet no

direct experimental evidence supporting any of them. Nevertheless, consistency of
the Standard Model requires that the new physics responsible for mass generation

“Work supported by the Department of Energy, Contract NO. DEACO2-98CH1O886
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Fig. ‘1. Livingston Plot - EIigh Energy Frontiers (Accelerators) and their physics programs.

occur at an energy scale of less than about 1 TeV, i.e. within the range of the
next generation of accelerators. In additicm to the origin of mass, there are other
compelling questions. For example, the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the universe is not understood. Also, astrophysical observations suggest that
between 90% and 99% of the matter that makes up the universe is invisible. There
are a number of possible candidates for this “dark matter,” but none have been
proven experimentally to exist.

Current operation of the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider at the Fermi Na-
tional Accelerator Laboratory and the LEP electron-positron collider at CERN are
at the energy frontier of the field. The use of both proton-antiproton and electron-
positron collisions is impctrtant in order to provide complementary information. At
the energy frontier new particles never before observed are discovered and studied,

providing unique insight into the laws of nature.

Table 1 illustrates (a summary of the standard model), minimal spectrum of



Table 1. Elementary Particles and Their Propertie

Symbol Spin Charge Color Mass (GeV)
~e 1/2 o 0 <4.5 x 10-9
e 1;2

1/2

: 1/2

up 1/2

P 1/2

c 1/2
s 1/2

UT 1/2
T 1/2
t 1/2
b 1/2

-1 1
W* 1
z 1

9 1

-1 0
2/3 3
-1/3 3

0 0
-1 0

2/3 3
-1/3 3

0 0
-1 0

2/3 3
-1/3 3

0 0
+1 o
0 0
0 8

0.51 x 10-3 First
5 x 10-3 Generation
9 x 10-3

<.16 X 10-3
0.106 Second
1.35 Generation

0.175

<2.4 X 10-3
1.777 Third

174.3 + 5.1 Generation
4.5

0
80.39 + 0.04

91.187 + 0.002
0

H o 0 0 106< rn~ < 235(800)

particles along with some of their basic properties. The fermions are grouped into
three generations of spin 1/2 leptons and quarks which span an enormous mass
range.

2. Future Directions and Colliders

High energy accelerators take us to new domains where top, Higgs, and “New
Physics” can be directly produced and studied. The LHC, scheduled for 2005 will

take us to 14 TeV with very high luminc~sity ~ l@4 cm-2s-1. Besides finding the
Higgs, it will be capable of uncovering supersymmetry, Z’ bosons, Technicolor or

)>< 1 TeV. Beyond those facilities, newmany other scenarios with “new physics ~
ideas and technologies are required. The Next Linear Collider (e+e-) offers an
exciting viable possibility. The Recent, growing enthusiasm for a p+p– collider
with high energy ~ 3 TeV and luminosity > 1035 cm–2s–l, if feasible, would be a
significant technological, leap forward.

High energy physicists are anxiously waiting for the next dramatic experimental
discovery. Fortunately, anticipated future collider facilities offer broad discovery
potential. The Ferrnilak, main injector upgrade will allow the I@Tevatron to operate
at @ ~ 2 TeV and luminosity w 2 x l@2. Those improvements broaden the
discovery potential while allowing precision measurements and searches for rare B
and ~ decays. The Higgs mass region of 110 w 130 GeV may be explored via W’*H
and ZH associated prclduction if the H + b6 mode is resolvable .4. Asymmetric



B factories provide new ways to explore CP violation. LEPH has achieved e+e–
center-of-mass energy of about 202 GeV and will push its energy to W R 204
GeV or higher. If a standard model or SUSY Higgs with mass ~ 110 GeV exists, it
should be found. Perhaps, they will also get a first glimpse of SUSY. Furthermore,
the W* mass has been measured to < *45 MeV at LEPII, and Fermilab, providing
an interesting constraint on the Higgs mass via quantum loop relations.

In the longer term (*. 2005); the LHC pp collider with ~ = 14 TeV should
find the Higgs scab or tell us it doesn’t exist. If SUSY exists ~ 1 TeV, it will be

discovered. Hopefully, completely unexpected revelations will also be made.

Beyond the LHC, vahus collider options are possible. The Next Linear Collider
(NLC) would start e+e- collisions at ~== 500 GeV and be upgradeable to 1-1.5
TeV. It would have high luminosity >5 x l@3 and polarization. The NLC a.km

offers ~~, e–e-, and e–~ collider options which expand its physics potential. The
e-e– facility would feature high polarization in both beams and complement the

overall discovery potential. There has been also some discussion of possible future
e+e– colliders with W ::5 TeV, a major step, if achievable. The NLC will be a
superb tool for studying che Higgs, SUSY, Technicolor etc.12’l 3

Other possibilities include a p+p- collider and Very Lmge Hadron Collider @p
with W = 100 TeV or more) which me less advanced. The muon collider concept
is extremely interesting, but require series studies and technology demonstrations.
An effort at BNL will aim to produce very intense muon beams and use them to do
physics (such as P–IV ~ e–~). Such hands on efforts combined with a vigorous
R&D program could lead to the First Muon Collider (FMC). Various machine
energies have been considered including 100 GeV, 500 GeV, 3 TeV etc. The 3
TeV facility is complementary to the LHC. Recently, the concept of muon storage
ring based Neutrino Source has generated considerable interest in the High Energy
Physics community. Beside providing the first phase toward a muon collider, it
would generate more intense and well collimated neutrino beams than currently
available.

The Very Large Hadron Collider(VLH’C) with W R 100 TeV and Z R 1035
looks technically feasible ‘but is very expensive. Does a Very Large Hadron Collider
with X = 100 TeV have viability? Our SSC experience suggests a prohibitive
cost and difficult construction issues because of its size. However, new ideas about
inexpensive magnets and tunnels and / or a new technology could offer hope for
the needed significant reduction in cost. Figure 2 shows a schematic layout of the
high energy accelerators to illustrate their relative sizes and energies.15

Figure 3 shows a schematic of a muon collider components .15 A high intensity
proton source is bunch compressed and focused on a heavy metal target. The pions
generated are captured b:y a high field solenoid and transferred to solenoidd decay
channel within a low frequency linac. The linac reduces, by phase rotation the mo-
mentum spread of the pions and of the muons into which they decay. Subsequently,
the muons are cooled by a sequence of ionization cooling stages, and must be rapidly
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accelerated to avoid decay. This can be done in recirculating accelerators (as at CE-
BAF) or in fast pulsed synchrotrons. Mucm collisions occur in a separate high field
collider storage ring with a single very low beta insertion. For more information on
the Muon Collider and parameters under study, see references.ls

3. Laser plasma Acceleration

The concept of Laser plasma acceleration is not new. It has for some time held

the promise of producing intense high energy electron (and perhaps proton) beams.
However, only with the recent development of compact terawatt laser systems could
that concept be fully investigated in the laboratory. Among a number of laser
accelerator concepts, laser wakefield accelerators have .geat potentiaJ for producing
ultra-high field gradients of plasma waves excited by intense ultrashort laser pulses.
The plasma structures have been considered as basic for future accelerators. The
plasma has no breakdown limits since it is akeady ionized. Further, the plasma
can support large longitudinal waves in which the electrons oscillate with UP =
(4xe2n0/m)li2, due to the space charge of the immobile ion background (regardless

of the wavelength), no k the plasma density in cm-3. Thus, in principle high
intensity is possible.

One cam create a relativistic plasma wave by properly phasing these oscillations
such that V. ~ c. So, the electron can reach relativistic energies before dephaa-
ing from the wave. The accelerating gradient of a relativistic plasma wave can be

expressed as npu’t~ V/cm, where np’”t is the density of the perturbed wave.
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Fg. 3. Schematic of a 4 TeV Muon Collider.

Relativistic plasma waves can be generated by propagating intense laser beams
or intense particle beams. In the following sections we discuss laser driven accel-
eration schemes. The laser wake-field acceleration (LWFA), the plasma beat-wave
accelerator (PBWA) and the self-modulated laser-wake-field accelerator (SMLWFA)
concepts are illustrated in references .20

For illustration, consider a Gaussian laser pulse with peak power P and a tem-
poral e–l half-width u=. Then, a peak amplitude of the accelerating wakefield may
be expressed:

(1)

with the maximum amplitude occuring at ~Plasma = TUZ. Here, p... is the vacuum
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(– ‘h) is the vacuum Rayleigh length, and at the focusreSiStiVity, LRaYleigh — Azaae,

the spot radius is rspot. her is the l=er Wavelength and ~piasrnaisthe plasma

wavelength.
For an acceleration length LaCCthe maximum gain (G) in energy (E) for rela-

tivistic electrons is
GE = eEzLaCC (2)

For resonant plasma density nO = (nr.potaz 2)–1 with LRau~ei~h, r, x the ckG+
effectivesical electron radius, puk duration (FWHM) mase~(= 2mcTZ/C), ~d LRaVlezgh

as the effective Rayleigh 1ength for laser propagation in the plasma the maximum
in energy may be estimated,

(3)

(for convenience, the units were inserted in the above formula).
Laser wakefield acceleration has the potential of producing an ultra high-field

gradients of plasma waves. In a homogeneous plasma, diffraction of the laser propa-
gation limits the laser - plasma interaction ciistance to the vacuum Rayleigh length.

Although laser experiments have achieved successfully gradients of 100GeV/m,
energies of 100 MeV and accelerated nanocoulombs of charge using compact tera-
watt laser system (T3 lasers), most of the high gradient results are over very short
(millimeter) distances.26

For practical application of the laser - tilven accelerator concept, it is important
to demonstrate high energy gain and high gradient acceleration for long distances.
That is to achieve long interaction of an intense ultrashort laser pulse with under
dense plasma. In the next section, parameters for a laser driven plasma - wake -
field accelerator which achieve the high energy requirements are also descnbed.20

4. High Energy Physics Requirements & Laser Driven Accelerators

There has been much theoretical and experimental work on the acceleration of

particles using lasers, in the last two decades. Application of these new methods in
high energy physics continues to be of major interest and a motivating force, for the
effort. The high energy physics requirements, can be summarized by the required
collider operating “beam power” (P~eam) “Luminosity” (L), and “Beamstrahlung
energy spread” J, :

Pbeam= 2~mc2N f = qP~all (4)

flw
L=—— (5)

41ruz2RH/v

o.88r:N2-f
f5=——

R&vuz2 o.
(6)

Where in the above formula, N is the number of particles per bunch, f is the fre-

quency of the collider (bunch number times the repetition rate), a. is the transverse
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rms bunch dimension at intersection, RHIV is the ratio of the horizontal to vertical

beam size, r, is the classical electron radius, E the beam energy, OS is the rms
longitudinal bunch dimension. the efficiency q is the ratio of the beam power to
the wall-plug power. Economic considerations provide us with the wall-plug power
Pwall, the high energy requirements provide y, L and d, and the remaining unknown

parameters f, RH/v, N, u., u., can be expressed in terms of the independent vari-
ables such that a~ scale approximately with the acceleration wavelength &CC. For
convenience, the units are inserted in brackets in the following equations:

(7)

(8)

(9)

Applying the above requirements for the example of a 1 TeV on 1 TeV high energy
linear collider to laser - driven accelerators, as can be seen from Table 2, puts very
severe requirements on the accelerators. The two parameter sets,21 given in Table
2 are for examples of the new vacuum laser and laser plasma accelerators.20 The
repetition rates must be very high and the emittance must be very small. The con-
straints are more severe, if one includes corrections (to the classical calculations)
when calculating these parameters. Large quantum effects lead to additiond prob-
lems. Changing the parameters to reduce the quantum effects can lead to a regime
where wake-fields become importamt.

The difficulties for the 1 TeV application illustrates that more serious work is
needed, before one can use the laser-driven accelerators for collider applications in
the future.

It should be clear that, the real beam parameters such aa Luminosity at the col-
lision point in a linear accelerator, depends on various dynamic processes including
beamstrahlung and disruption. For example, the (beam-beam or) beamstrahlung
parameter Y measures the ratio of the energy of a typical radiated photon (cal-
culated classically) to the particle energy and cam be expressed as Y = ‘~~~~::~~.
Where v = E/me?, BColliaaonis the magnetic field at the collision point and BCritiCal
is the critical field. Bearnstrahlung is in the classical limit if Y < 1 and is in the

strong quantum limit if Y > 1. For linear collider designs Y is usually kept less
than 0.3.

On the positive side, lasers are successfully used e.g., in photo - injectors and
photon - photon (~~) accelerators, etc. ,20 and will continue to be used in new laser
experiments. For example, a new ‘forward ion acceleration in thin films driven by
a high - intensity laser was achieved most recently where a collimated beam of fast
protons (for the first time), with energies as high as 1.5 MeV and total number of
z 109, confined in a cone angle of 40 * 10 degrees was observed. Acceleration field

gradents -10 GeV/cm axe inferred”. 27
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Table 2. Example of Parameters for Laser-Driven Accelerators Which Achieve the High Energy
R.gynlirernents.~_-- .—-------

5.

Parameters f!LcderatOr Accelerator
~.&~~ T.>,-r Placma VaPIIIWn T .s~or-.,..,.. . ------ - —----- . . . .

Enemv [TeVl 1 1

Parameters Accelerator Accelerator
calculated for Laser Plasma VaclJllrrn-Laser

N/c7,,[mn-1] 1.3X101O 1.3Z101O
.ti 1,33107 I,3Z105

u. [cm] 2.5x10-9 2.5z10–10
f [lbfHzl● L–-– –., 4.9 490

rb ~m] ;2.3z10-3 —

r~up!c ~o-4 .

np[’crq 1.121017 —

rhfpjnp .1 —

AE[&leV] — 4.8z10-3
EN = To~/~* lml I1.3Z1O–10 1.3Z1O–10

Discussion

Laser driven accelerators are very promising. They offer the possibility of pro-

ducing extremely high accelerating grwlents greater than 100 GeV/m. As such,
they could lead to compact future generations of e+e– and e– e– colliders with ener-
gies well beyond the Te’Vscale. Also those facilities should be capable of preserving
polarization, an important feature. In the short term it would be useful to pursue
a “stageable” concept that promises e.g.,, 1 GeV/m, instead of few GeV (or >100
) from a few Rayleigh lengths, if they aue to be simply used as (or part of) future

colliders.

The present generation of high energy colliders are based on RF acceleration
-Yhfi.- +hfi .~oala.. +inm ;. I;m;+rd +A ala.++n.l h.anlz Afinm frnm motarial CI,ADPDQ“ 11-. v “..G WQ-’v. -..”11 .“ .AAXA..VU .“ -v.- ,.. .“- “. W.A.L. u“ . . . . . . “.- .L. wv”. .- . ..A .-”..

Ultra high energy colliders w 10 TeV or more if based on conventional technology
—--.l_l 1.-J . . —-.l-:l_:.:, -.1_. 1---- --- 1-- L-AL :— -:-- ..-4 -----

WWJIU lWiil LU ~1 U1ll UllJ1 (WY ld,l & SUd,lVS UUI,I1 111 MZ,G dIIU (XXi(J. LM51U1 ~ >UCI1 tll~l ~l=m
D._r.._.. -.-L ..--_: . .

can be pursued, new technology must be introduced. However, to use the laser -
driven accelerators for practical application in the future more work is needed.

High energy accelerators take us to new physics domains. Such facilities, if
feasible, would represent a significant technological leap forward. These could be



new methods of acceleration or the use of new technologies, for example lasers in
electron-electron linear colliders, or new methods of experimentation such as intr-
duction of plasma at intersection point (compensated e+e– collisions) .These ideas
and technologies should be considered to the degree they will bring revolutionary,
not evolutionary changes to accelerators and to the way collisions at ultra high
energies can be achieved. For more details see references.1 ’27
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